
The Martian Manhunter 
 

 
On  Mars J’onn J’onzz was a manhunter (their version of police). He is the last 

martian because his race died from a telepathic plague. He was then brought to Earth 
by scientist Dr. Erdel. He adopted Earth as his home planet and taking the form of 
different humans. Eventually, he went public and became a valuable hero in The 
Justice League. The Martian Manhunter became one of the most trusted heros 
especially in the Pacific Region. Then after a several events, where he felt he failed his 
friends,  he decided to stick with the Denver private detective John Jones. 
 

The Martian Manhunter has quite a few powers. His mental powers are 
genius-level intellect, which means an IQ of over 140; nine senses; telepathy, which is 
mentally talking; and telekinesis, which is moving objects with your mind. His physical 
powers are superhuman strength, speed, durability, and endurance, 
regenerative factor, flight, invulnerability, phasing which is passing through solid 
objects, invisibility, shapeshifting, and martian vision which are like heat lasers. 
 

The Martian Manhunter has three different forms. His human form is the 
African-American private detective John Jones. In his hero form he is green with 
purple boots, pants, and a purple cape. He also has a martian form where he is green 
with a long, pointed head. 
 

The Martian Manhunter has one weakness, and that is fire. This weakness is a 
genetic weakness that his whole race had, but he has learned how to conquer his 
weakness. He also has some villains as well. These are Malefic J’onn’s brother and 
creator of the plague that wiped out martians, D’Kay D’Razz, Mr. V the leader of the 
mafia Vulture, Bette Noir a telepathic monster that takes the form of a woman, and 
Cay’an. 
 

In summary, The Martian Manhunter is a powerful superhero with not a lot of 
weaknesses. I think that he is cool because of how much he can do, but I don’t get how 
heat lasers are a good idea when your only weakness is fire. 

 


